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Extensive Electron-Nuclear Angular Momentum Exchange in Vibrational Autoionization ofnp
and nf Rydberg States of NO

Hongkun Park, David J. Leahy,* and Richard N. Zare
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(Received 13 October 1995)

Vibrational autoionization of individual rotational levels ofnp (n  1) and nf (n  1) Rydberg
states of nitric oxide (NO) with11 # n # 15 have been studied employing two-color double-resonance
excitation via the NOA 2

S1 (ni  1) state. The rotational state distributions of the resulting NO1

X 1
S1 (n1  0) ion have been determined by time-of-flight photoelectron spectroscopy. These

measurements show the occurrence of angular momentum exchange between the outgoing electron
and the molecular-ion core, a process that has been commonly neglected in theoretical treatments of
vibrational autoionization.

PACS numbers: 33.80.Rv, 33.40.+f, 33.80.Eh, 34.80.Kw
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Molecular physics often takes for its starting poi
the separation of nuclear and electronic motion (Bo
Oppenheimer approximation) and treats the coupling
these motions by perturbation theory. Vibrational autoio
ization of a molecule represents a dramatic breakdo
of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation in which the
bration of the nuclear framework drives an electron in
Rydberg state above the ionization limit to escape i
the continuum [1,2]. As such, vibrational autoionizatio
presents a rare opportunity to study in detail the coupl
between the electronic and nuclear motions in a molec
To date, experimental investigations of this phenomen
have been mostly performed by various spectroscopic te
niques, in which positions and widths of Rydberg leve
have been measured [3–7]. Multichannel quantum de
theory (MQDT), which is essentially a version of scatteri
theory, has been shown to be successful in explaining
observed Rydberg-level structures [1,2,8]. Although th
experimental and theoretical investigations have yield
valuable insight into the dynamics of vibrational autoio
ization, a detailed understanding of this process has sel
been accomplished even for a small diatomic molecule
ing to the difficulties of probing the final quantum stat
associated with the ion and the photoelectron.

The NO molecule has served as a benchmark system
the dynamical study of vibrational autoionization of a d
atomic molecule, and it has been the subject of numer
experimental and theoretical investigations [9–18]. T
level-position analyses of high-lying Rydberg series
NO indicate that the electronic orbital angular mome
tum quantum numberslR of p and f Rydberg electrons
are relatively unperturbed [9,10]. The decay dynam
of np and nf Rydberg states are, however, shown to
rather complex because of the interactions between
Rydberg levels and valence electronic states [9,11,12,
and these NO Rydberg states exhibit competition betw
vibrational autoionization and predissociation when b
channels are open [13,14]. MQDT calculations have b
performed to explain various experimental findings [1
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18], and they were partially successful in accounting f
the observed widths ofnp Rydberg levels [9,11] and the
vibrationally resolved photoelectron angular distributio
from vibrational autoionization ofnf Rydberg levels [18].
These calculations have explicitly considered the int
actions between the Rydberg levels and various vale
states but assumed that the orbital angular momentum
the Rydberg electron does not change during the auto
ization process [15–18]. As this Letter demonstrates, t
last assumption needs revision.

We present rotationally resolved photoelectron sp
tra from vibrational autoionization ofnp and nf Ryd-
berg states of NO converging to the NO1 X 1S1 sn1 
1, N1d ion. The photoelectron spectra reveal that ma
rotational levels of NO1 X 1

S1 sn1  0d are populated
after vibrational autoionization of a single rotational lev
of these Rydberg states. These observations indicate
many different continuum partial waves with electron
orbital angular momentum$lc are produced from the au
toionization of nlR Rydberg states, which sharply con
trasts with the behavior of singletnp Rydberg states of H2
[19], in which the observed rotational state distributio
of H 1

2 were consistent with the production ofp-partial
waves in the ionization continuum. To our knowledg
this study represents the first direct experimental evide
for angular momentum exchange between the Rydb
electron and the molecular-ion core induced by the
brational quantum change of the core—an effect that
been predicted to occur previously [20,21].

The experimental apparatus has been described
detail elsewhere [22,23]. The essence of our time-
flight (TOF) photoelectron spectrometer is a magnetica
shielded, field-free flight tube. The photoelectrons a
produced by intersecting at right angles a molecular be
of NO with two counterpropagating laser beams. T
photoelectrons ejected in the direction orthogonal to
plane of the laser beams and the molecular beam
detected using a microchannel plate located 50 cm fr
the intersection region. The energy resolution of our TO
© 1996 The American Physical Society 1591
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spectrometer increases as the energy of the photoelec
decreases; for 200 meV photoelectrons it is approximat
2 meV, which is sufficient to resolve single rotationa
levels of NO1 for values ofN1 $ 10.

In the experiment reported here, thenp sn 
1, N , N1

R , Ld and nf sn  1, N , N1
R , Ld Rydberg states of

NO converging to the NO1 X 1
S1 sn1  1, N1  N1

R d
ion states are reached by two-color double-resonance
citation via the NOA 2S1 sni  1, Ji  18.5, Ni  19d
intermediate level. Bothnp andnf Rydberg states of NO
sn . 10d follow approximately Hund’s case (d) coupling
[5,24,25]. Hence each Rydberg level is designated
angular momentum quantum numbersN, N1

R , and L:
$N represents the total angular momentum excludi
electronic and nuclear spin,$N1

R represents the nuclea
rotation plus electronic orbital angular momentum for th
NO1 ion core, andL represents the projection of the elec
tronic orbital angular momentum$lR on the rotational axis
of the core. The distinction betweenN1

R andN1 should
be clearly noted: whereasN1

R denotes the rotational
angular momentum quantum number of the ion core
the Rydberg states,N1 denotes the rotational angula
momentum quantum number of the bare molecular ion.

Both light beams employed in double-resonan
excitation are generated by frequency doubling t
outputs of tunable Nd:YAG-pumped dye lasers. Th
spectral positions of Rydberg levels of NO convergin
to the NO1 X 1S1 sn1  1, N1d ion were deter-
mined by recording the two-color resonance-enhanc
multiphoton ionization (REMPI) spectra of NO via
the NO A 2S1 sni  1, Ji  18.5, Ni  19d interme-
diate level in a static gas cell. The first laser wa
tuned to 213.9 nm to be in resonance with the N
A-X (1-0) R21s17.5d line, and the second laser wa
scanned between the NO1 X 1

S1 sn1  0d and the
NO1 X 1

S1 sn1  1d ionization thresholds. Over
100 resonance features were observed in the spectr
each of which could be unambiguously assigned to t
ns, np,and nf Rydberg series of NO converging to th
NO1 X 1S1 sn1  1, N1  17 21d ion [26]. A small
but typical portion of the spectrum is displayed in Fig.
with the assignments for each feature.

Once a resonance feature was assigned, the second
was tuned to the peak position of a selected Rydbe
level, and the photoelectron spectrum was recorded
our photoelectron spectrometer. Typically, the power
the first laser was held below 1mJ per pulse, whereas
that of the second laser was approximately 100mJ per
pulse. The linear polarization vectors of both laser bea
were set to be along the flight axis of the photoelectr
spectrometer. Under these experimental conditions,
photoionization of NO by the absorption of two successi
213.9 nm photons was minimized, and only photoelectro
that result from the two-color two-photon absorption v
the NO A 2S1 sni  1, Ji  18.5, Ni  19d level were
observed. These photoelectrons result from the vibratio
autoionization of a selected Rydberg level, as evidenc
1592
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FIG. 1. A typical two-color REMPI spectrum of NO via the
NO A 2

S1 sni  1, Ji  18.5, Ni  19d level in a static gas
cell. The NO pressure in the gas cell is 50 mTorr. Ea
Rydberg level in the spectrum is denoted bynlR sn, N , N1

R , Ld.
The energy scale is referenced to theX 2P1y2 sn  0, J  1y2d
ground state of NO.

by the observation that no photoelectrons were detec
above the noise level when the second laser was tuned
resonance from the position of the Rydberg feature.

Figure 2(a) shows the photoelectron spectru
that results from vibrational autoionization o
the 14p sn  1, N  19, N1

R  19, L  0d level,
and Fig. 2(b) shows the photoelectron spectru
that results from vibrational autoionization of th
14p sn  1, N , N1

R  19, L  61d level. In the latter
case, the14p sn  1, N  18, N1

R  19, L  21d and
14p sn  1, N  20, N1

R  19, L  1d Rydberg levels
could not be resolved with the bandwidth of our las
sø0.5 cm21d [5,24–26]. Figures 2(c) and 2(d) show
the photoelectron spectra obtained from vibration
autoionization of the14f sn  1, N , N1

R  19, Ld level
and the12f sn  1, N, N1

R  21, Ld level, respectively.
Unlike the case in thenp Rydberg levels, theL sub-
structures of thenf Rydberg levels could not be resolve
at all as shown in Fig. 1 [5,24–26]. In Figs. 2(a
through 2(d), fully resolved photoelectron peaks th
correspond to production of ions in different rotation
levels of NO1 X 1S1 sn1  0d are clearly discernible.
Each photoelectron peak is denoted by the rotatio
quantum numberN1 of the NO1 X 1

S1 sn1  0d
ion. The value of N1 associated with each photo
electron peak could be unambiguously assigned in o
experiment because the energy calibration of the ph
toelectron spectrometer was performed by observ
photoelectrons from the direct photoionization of th
NO1A 2

S1 sni  1, Ji  18.5, Ni  19d level at an
energy above the NO1 X 1

S1 sn1  0d ionization
threshold [23,26].

The photoelectron spectra given in Fig. 2 show th
many rotational levels of NO1 X 1S1 sn1  0d are pop-
ulated from vibrational autoionization ofnp sn  1d and
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FIG. 2. The time-of-flight photoelectron spectra from vibr
tional autoionization of (a) the NO14p sn  1, N  19, N1

R 
19, L  0d level, (b) the NO 14p sn  1, N , N1

R  19, L 
61d level, (c) the NO 14f sn  1, N , N1

R  19, Ld level,
and (d) the NO12f sn  1, N , N1

R  21, Ld level. In all
the spectraN1 designates the rotational quantum number
NO1 X 1

S1 sn1  0d produced by vibrational autoionizatio
of the Rydberg level that has been prepared.

nf sn  1d Rydberg levels with a given rotational qua
tum numberN1

R . All spectra show several photoele
tron peaks with comparable intensities, except for
photoelectron spectrum from vibrational autoionizati
of the 14p sn  1, N  19, N1

R  19, L  0d Rydberg
level. In addition, inspection of Fig. 2 reveals that t
distributions of the ion rotational states produced by
toionization ofnp andnf Rydberg levels depend strong
on the quantum numbersL and N1

R . Especially the ro-
tational state distribution of the NO1 shown in Fig. 2(d)
is remarkably asymmetric aroundN1  21, whereas all
the other spectra in Fig. 2 show fairly symmetric intens
patterns aroundN1  N1

R  19. A preliminary study
shows that this dependence onL andN1

R is not restricted
to the Rydberg levels investigated here but is a gen
feature of vibrational autoionization ofnl Rydberg levels
with 11 # n # 15 andl  0, 1, and 3 [26].

The observed rotational state distributions of NO1 pro-
vide information on the partial-wave composition of th
continuum photoelectrons produced from vibrational a
toionization of a given Rydberg level [22,27–30]. Th
partial-wave composition can be determined from
rotational state distribution of the ion using the photoio
ization selection rule,N1 2 Ni 1 lc  odd, which is ap-
plicable to aS-S photoionization transition [31,32]. Th
information on the maximum value oflc can also be in-
ferred from the spectra by using the angular moment
constraint on aS-S photoionization transition that lim
its the maximum value ofjN1 2 Nij associated with the
lc-partial wave to belc 1 1 [23]. Note thatNi refers to
the rotational quantum number of the intermediate NOA
-
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state, which isNi  19 in our experiment. By applying
these considerations to Fig. 2, it can be clearly establis
that many partial waves with differentlc values are pro-
duced by vibrational autoionization ofnp andnf Rydberg
states converging to the NO1 X 1

S1 sn1  1, N1d ion.
Specifically, the spectrum in Fig. 2(a) shows th

mostly p waves are produced by vibrational autoio
ization of the 14p sn  1, N  19, N1

R  19, L  0d
level, although this figure also shows that a sm
amount of even partial waves are produced in the io
zation continuum. Figure 2(b) indicates thatp (and
possibly f ) waves still dominate the ionization
continuum produced by vibrational autoionizatio
of the 14p sn  1, N, N1

R  19, L  61d level.
However, the contributions of even partial wav
(s and d waves) are more significant in this cas
compared with vibrational autoionization of th
14p sn  1, N  19, N1

R  19, L  0d level, as con-
firmed by the observation of strongerN1  18 and
N1  20 peaks. The photoelectron spectra from vibr
tional autoionization ofnf Rydberg states in Figs. 2(c
and 2(d) illustrate, on the other hand, more striki
examples of angular momentum exchange between
photoelectron and the ion core induced by the vibration
the molecular core: The intensities of the observed p
toelectron peaks indicate that thef waves do not make the
largest contribution to the ionization continuum access
from vibrational autoionization ofnf Rydberg states. The
spectra in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d) are dominated by evenN1

peaks that indicate the dominant production of evens
and d) partial waves in the ionization continuum. Th
odd (p and f) partial waves nevertheless make significa
contributions in the ionization continuum, as signified
the presence of oddN1 peaks in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d).

As the above discussion illustrates, the photoelect
spectra presented in Fig. 2 provide clear experimen
evidence that angular momentum exchange between
photoelectron and the molecular-ion core plays an imp
tant role in vibrational autoionization ofnp and nf Ryd-
berg states of NO for11 # n # 15. This observation
is rather surprising considering thatlR values for bothp
and f Rydberg electrons are relatively unperturbed [9,1
In MQDT, the dynamics of vibrational autoionization
governed by the derivatives of the molecule-frame re
tion matrix elements,Kll 0sRd, with respect toR, whereas
the level structures of Rydberg states are roughly g
erned by the vibrationally averaged reaction matrix e
ments [1,8,33]. Therefore our observation indicates t
dKll0 sRdydR sl fi l0d can be of sizable magnitude eve
when the vibrationally averaged off-diagonal reaction m
trix elements themselves are nearly zero.

As mentioned previously, many experimental inve
tigations have been devoted to the study of vibratio
autoionization of NO [9,11–14,18], and several MQD
calculations have been performed to explain the
experimental findings [15–18]. The MQDT calculation
have shown that both “vibrational” and “electronic
1593
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coupling mechanisms are responsible for the vib
tional autoionization of high-lying Rydberg states
NO [15,34]. The vibrational coupling refers to th
coupling between the Rydberg states and the ne
ionization continuum caused by the dependence of
electron-ion-core interaction on the internuclear dista
R. On the other hand, the electronic coupling refers
the indirect coupling between the Rydberg state and
ionization continuum induced by the strong electro
interactions between the Rydberg and valence sta
which is responsible for predissociation of the Rydb
state.

In principle, the angular momentum exchange betw
the Rydberg electron and the molecular-ion core obse
in the present experiment can be explained either
the vibrational coupling mechanism or by the electro
coupling mechanism. In the vibrational coupling mech
nism, the angular momentum exchange can be cause
the R dependence of the multipolar interaction betwe
the Rydberg electron and the vibrating-ion core [20,2
In the electronic coupling mechanism, the partial-wa
composition of the continuum electron should depe
on the nature of the valence electronic state that is
sponsible for the indirect coupling. In view of the
considerations, the photoelectron spectra given in Fi
indicate that the vibrational autoionization processes
np Rydberg states are mainly governed by the monop
interaction between the Rydberg electron and the vib
ing core, whereas the dipolar interaction makes a sig
icant contribution to vibrational autoionization process
of nf Rydberg states. If both autoionization processes
caused primarily by the electronic coupling mechanis
our experimental observations dictate that distinct e
tronic states should be responsible for autoionization onp
and nf Rydberg states [13–15], because the partial w
compositions produced from the autoionization ofnp and
nf Rydberg states are markedly different. Unfortunate
the rotationally resolved photoelectron spectra prese
here are not sufficient to determine alone which of
two mechanisms is primarily responsible for vibration
autoionization processes of the NOnp and nf Rydberg
states. More work will be necessary to understand th
dynamical phenomena, such as the observation of r
tionally resolved photoelectron angular distributions a
refined MQDT calculations that explicitly consider ang
lar momentum exchange between the outgoing elec
and the molecular core [8,33].
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